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Model UN Primer Lecture
Nov 6 & 13 2021
Price: USD 20 per person
Date: 6th November, 2021 (Sat)
13th November, 2021 (Sat)

JOIN
NOW

Time: 5pm - 5:45pm (HKT)
Age:

11+

Limited Seats Available

This Christmas, See Change will be holding
a Model UN Camp for your children.
Our Model UN Camp is a unique, engaging program that allows students to
travel the world by exploring pertinent global issues. Through participation in
Model UN simulations, students will be empowered to explore the world,
analyze situations from various perspectives, and tackle controversial topics
in Global Health, Human Rights, Economics & Trade, Women in Leadership,
and Climate Change, while building on persuasive communication and
advanced public speaking. Each of week 1 and week 2 focus on a different
topic. Students are encouraged to attend multiple weeks!
If you want to know more about Model UN, please join our special lecture by a
Model UN veteran who will take you through the inner workings and functions
of the different United Nations councils, and how a Model UN works! Our
special lecture will give you the background and exposure necessary to
succeed in Model UN as a first timer, and even as an experienced council
member!
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Top Coaches from Oxbridge & Ivy
League Universities & Russell Group
Universities with Proven Track Record

Harvard University, cum laude. Member of Model UN Team
Model UN Veteran
Founder of a Model UN Conference Chapter
Nord Anglia UNICEF Conference - Winner of Best Delegate
Winner of Multiple Awards at Western Europe BIGMUN (Model UN)
Director of Training of Intercollegiate Model UN
Debate Coach of Harvard National Model UN
Award winner of multiple Model UN Conferences
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See Change’s Expert Lecture Series –
Brexit and its Impacts

Lecturer James speaking in front of the crowd at the Oxford Union
during the Brexit debate.

This October marked the first
round of expert lectures
across various pressing global
issues hosted by See Change.
For our first round of lectures,
we had James Dix, an Oxford
University graduate of law,
and an avid debater. Having
done a broadcasted debate
at the Oxford Union on Brexit
against politicians and other
debaters, James was invited
to introduce participants to
Brexit and its impacts.

The issue of Brexit has been a hot topic across various walks of life since the UK
referendum in 2016, where the UK voted to leave the EU. A majority of the discussion
revolved around the economic and social impacts of the Brexit deal, and how it could
negatively impact lives and businesses both inside and outside the UK. Brexit took effect
only last year, in February 2020, and its impacts are still being made known to this day.
The lecture focused on the history of the EU and Brexit and continued to discuss different
reasons why people may want to leave or stay. Participants then learnt about how to craft
arguments expertly and were treated to videos of James as well as other pertinent
politicians facing off at the Oxford Union! In the end, students were invited to try out their
skills and make arguments for and against Brexit!
This first lecture in our lecture series was certainly engaging and exciting for the
participants, particularly as they got the opportunity to learn from an expert debater with
expert knowledge on the topic!
Stay tuned for See Change’s next lecture, where we will introduce another international
organization – the United Nations! Our expert lecturer will take you through the United
Nations and introduce participants to Model UN – a popular activity in schools!
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See Change Education is an academy for 21st century life skills in communication in
English.
Our world-class education curricula in debate, public speaking and writing, digital
citizenship, and digital media production provide learning through exploration, access to
the best global resources for personalized needs, and interaction with peers across
geographic areas with diverse perspectives.
By promoting whole-person development and learning beyond the classroom and in the
real world, we enable students to discover their passion, connect with others and make
a difference .
"Learn what you need but don’t always get in traditional classrooms."
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